
   Renaissance Ribbons Bag Kit KOB-65
Tula Pink HomeMade Collection

ADDENDUM to Pattern - PLEASE READ

ByAnnie’s Renaissance Ribbons Bag pattern calls for a 5” Velvet Border to be used as 

the main exterior fabric. In this kit, we are replacing the Velvet Border with cotton 

fabric that will be quilted on top of the stabilizer before the bag is assembled.

To use fabric rather than 5” Velvet Border, follow these additional steps:

 

1. Follow Step A to cut the pieces needed for the project, EXCEPT, remember the fabric 

replaces the Velvet Border. 

Since the kit includes a 1/2 yard fabric, you can create a taller bag and fussy cut the 

fabric to feature the gorgeous sewing machine more prominently.

To do this follow these  changes in the cutting directions indicated in the pattern:

❏   FOR Bag Exterior cut:

❏ Ribbon 1 ½” wide  cut 20 ½” ( 22 ½”)

❏ Ribbon 7/8” wide  cut 20 ½” ( 22 ½”)

❏ Sewing machine fabric: ** cut 8” by 20 ½” ( 22 ½”). 

 **Fussy cut  1” above the top line of one of the sewing machine motifs,

 making sure you have 8” fabric depth.

❏ Bag lining and Soft and Stable

❏ Cut 9 1/4” by  20 ½” ( 22 ½”)



2. Quilt the Main Fabric to the Soft and 

Stable as desired . We quilted a 1” diagonal 

crosshatch design, free motion quilting and 

vertical lines are also great options. **

**For tips on quilting with Soft and Stable, we recommend viewing the free Easy Does it 

pattern and Add-on Video from ByAnnie at: 

https://www.byannie.com/add-on-video-easy-does-it 

Proceed following the Pattern at B.1 Prepare the zipper and continue to D.3 Skip Step D.4 

and continue with D.5

 Follow remaining steps in the pattern to complete the bag.

1. Align the bottom and sides of the Main 

Fabric with the Stabilizer (Soft and Stable) 

and pin or spray baste to hold fabric in place. 

There will be 1 ½” of Soft and Stable on top, 

uncovered by the fabric. (for the ribbons later)

Additional Steps: prepare quilted exterior fabric.

From now on, the piece referred to as Stabilizer/ Soft and Stable in the pattern is your quilted exterior

How about an I-Pad/Tablet/E-Reader Case/Holder Option?

 You could modify the pattern even further to make a case to 

hold your I-Pad, tablet or e-reader.  

To do this, just cut the fabric to match your device’s length 

and width and ignore the steps F and G that calls for boxing 

the corners, just stitch them flat instead (see image of the 

case I made for my iPad).

Check out our blog for other ideas and suggestions
https://renaissanceribbons.com/blogs/ribbon-crafts/homemade
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